This evaluation should be done in German.
The English translation is just for your information.
It is provided without liability.
Evaluation of Preliminary Results during the EXIST-Startup-Grant
Please describe the development of the project shortly and give short explanations in case of changes or
adaptions and special developments.
Grant Number
Duration
Founder
Recipient
Title

A) Innovation und Product

Rating

The impact of the innovation in comparison to the
current state of technology remains unchanged.

-

Did the project’s objects change? Were those
changes necessary?
Were planned milestones achieved? Was the
fulfillment of tasks delayed and if so which tasks still
need to be completed?

+
yes
no

-

Did third-party-notifications occur that could hinder
the successful development of the enterprise?

+

yes
no

Is the I.P. fully secured and are there obstacles in
form of foreign IP hindering the enterprise?

-

Was a prototype realized?

yes
no
Rating

B) Teams and Foundation

Notes

+

Did the founding team change?

yes
no

Was the enterprise already funded?

yes
no

Notes

How well is the team suited for the challenging
tasks arising? Is the necessary know-how available,
are the tasks distributed fairly and are
responsibilities defined clearly?

-

+

Did the team start working on the business plan?

-

+

Were license or cooperation agreements with the
university, research institute or others signed?

yes
no
Rating

C) Sales Strategy
Did the objective market change (market potential,
concurrence, market growth, etc.)?
Were customers for product trials or/and partners
acquired?
Are there first thoughts on market entry and
marketing?

As of: 11.02.2016

Notes

yes
no
yes
no
yes
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no
Are there first concepts regarding the business
modell (industry, value, utility, revenue)?

-

+

Are there first concepts regarding necessary
financing (demand, own or foreign capital, realism)?

-

+

Signature (Founders)

Date:

As of: 11.02.2016

Signature (Network/Coach)
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